Prospective high‐functionality supports

Maximize your Energy and Vigor

Three - Dimensional encompass and fitness

Fabric Handle:
1.
High Flexibility in any curvature
2.
High Shape memory elastic fibers
3.
High fit to body shape
:
1.
Not prone to dislocation in your movement
2.
Fit to any stature
3.
Small elastic deformation
4.
Significant reduction of wearing restraint
Overall Performance
High-precision digital weaving
technique gives high support to any movement and
highly enhances wearing comfort for any curvature.

Fabric Handle :
1.
Highly comfortable fabric handle of new generation
2.
Feeling of being wrapped with strong ductility
3.
Highly stable support to your movement
4.
High sense of breathable circulation
Benefit :
1.
2.

Enhance wrapping stability

Wearing that not tight not easy to slip off
3.
Reduce the sense of movement restraint
4.
Visual guidance for clear wearing positioning
5.
Soothe and reduce swelling due to long-time
6.
Design of innovative breathable holes
7.
Lycra
Use of double yarn-covered elastic fiber Lycra to enhance the
release of pressure
8.
Strengthen the conformity angle to your physical movement
Overall benefit
Lycra
Lycra yarns with double-layered elastic fibers create a
stable and comfortable feeling of being wrapped so as to allow the
wearer to release wearing pressure and prolong wearing time.

Fabric Handle
1.
2.

Special sticking texture-guided

High comfort in covering both sides of the knee bon
3.
Strong wearing ductility
4.
Enhanced self-care effect
5.
Relief of sense of bondage
Benefit
1.
In response to the need to strengthen the stability of the
knee bone , a special weaving technique is used to evenly
spread the pressure value and extend the wearing time.
2.
Two weaving patterns are interlaced to create a highly
comfortable wrapping effect to fit on both sides of the knee-bone
3.
Designed to conform to the muscle texture in a
nature way , it enhances self-healing and self-care effectiveness.
Overall benefit
Specially designed sticking texture can stably wrap up the
knee bone to enhance self-care function and extend the
wearing time.

1.
2.
3.

Fabric Handle
Easy to wear
Not easy to slip off
Reduce the wearing marks
Benefit:

1.
Highly elastic weaving technique is applied on
the top edge to create wearing fitness
2.
Microcomputers are used to precisely position the
lower edge to create wearing fitness for your skin
3.
Soothe wearing press and extend the wearing time.
Overall benefit

Digital precision weaving techniques are used to provide wearing
fitness to for your skin while jacquard weaving techniques are
used to increase visual beauty. It not only soothes the wearing
pressure but also extends the wearing time.

